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This unique system is a combination of a qualitative and quantitative analysis of each entry in a

particular race. Many individuals who look at the Daily Racing Form only see the big picture. They

see what everybody else sees. Therefore, they find themselves betting the favorites along with the

majority. When a a long shot crosses that line first they ask themselves, "How did that horse win the

race?" The Matrix system of handicapping will teach you how to dissect those past performances

and create a grid of contenders. You will be taught how to identify: * Pace setters who are ready to

go gate to wire * The target horse: The horse who is actually coming off the best last race, even

though his running line doesn't show it. * The Ability Horse: The horse who has run the best race

compared to all of the entries lifetime races. * What does it mean to calculate an "adjusted final

fraction"?" What can this calculation tell you about today's runners? * Learn to look at the Beyer

ratings in a whole new light by calculating a Beyer cumulative. * Easily apply your current

techniques with the steps of this system. * Are you even aware that you probably shouldn't be

betting every race that comes along? Most importantly, learn to cash in winning tickets 40-50% of

the time. Dave Vaccaro used ideas and theories acquired from other sources over the past 21 years

and combined them with his own tendencies to create this must-have manual for all thoroughbred

handicapping enthusiasts.
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A lot of good information without being overwhelming. Doesn't cover all the angles by any means

but presents what's important to his system, which has given me a huge step up in understanding (if

not yet always winning!). Other authors give fuzzy reasons for something ("I like the looks of this



trainer") but this one gives substance for his logic. Probably not the only book you'll want but a good

one to have.

Very basic system and systems only get lucky. For a newbie it might be fine for fooling around. Not

if your serious.

As everyone says no system is perfect especially when live animals are involved but this book

makes a good effort to provide some ideas to try, that might help guide the reader to selecting some

logical contenders. It will at least encourage any new handicapper to take a thorough look at the

horses past performances and feel that them are making a more educated analysis and guess as to

whom they think will win a race, and if no contendor emerges when to stay away from betting a

race.

When I purchase a handicapping book I want it to have some serious information. This pamphlet did

not. I do not think that I have ever been this disappointed in a handicapping product.

The author evaluates past running lines and fractional times, looking for contenders. Perhaps, if you

are looking to build your own system based on these factors, the book may give you some ideas.

However, in the book he charts the results of using his method over a period of 84 races. He made

293 total bets and cashed 94 of them for a success percentage of 29%. You decide!

I got some ideas and insight that I had forgotten. The author explains everything in clear concise

language. I do recommend the book to all players. It will improve your handicapping.

I have enjoyed reading and studying the information in this book. There are some techniques

included that I had not been exposed to before.

The book was handy and well printed ideas were great. The price was just about right and the

language easy to understand.
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